
 
! We started to prime the pump last week in looking about perceptions.
 In the Chain of Dependent Origination, or Life’s Little Treadmill, perception 
is the first link in the chain after sense input.

! Our brains are amazing memory bank, and all our experience is 
stored away, and brought to out categorize and label current experience. 
Everyone’s will be a little different, depending on your conditioning and life 
experience. Some people will see dogs are frightening, for example, and 
others will see them with joy.
Each of us has a memory bank in which all of our experiences in the world 
become categorized. This is the base for perceptions.

 There are two kinds of perceptions:
 1) from the senses themselves - simply the mind differentiating and 
recognizing. We hear a sound, and perception says “car”. Something subtle 
happens here. When you are in the moment of perception, you are no 
longer hearing, you have gone back into the past and pulled out the label 
“car”.
Perceptions works in conjunction with memory - we are no longer in the 
moment - we are in the history of our past. This is not bad, there is great 
survival value, but it leads us into thinking things are true that are not.
You can’t NOT have perceptions, but you don’t have to live through them. 

2) Reactive perceptional patterns are in the way of seeing what’s actually 
happening. This is where emotional or reactive patterns get in the way of 
seeing what is happening now because of what happened in the past (think 
long term relationship). Here’s the sequence:

 a)Feeling. (Pleasant, UNpleasant ) leads to

 b)Reaction. We then respond THROUGH our reaction. We are no 
longer seeing directly, it’s the difference between “smelling”
 and “I’m smelling”. Reaction leads to 

c) Becoming,  “I” have become something from a past image rather 
than being  alive in the present moment. I’m afraid, I’m happy.  I AM 
______. 



Becoming is a finished result from the past that feels ‘real’ in the 
moment, rather than life being created in the moment.

! When we are not aware of this, this is the guts of what is happening 
when we are experiencing sticky objects. When we are not aware of the 
reactive cycle from PUN, we begin to live through our minds, not through 
direct experience. That’s the cost. We are living from a previous 
experience, not in the moment.

! Burdens: results from living from your mind, not from your heart, 
things get burdensome. We live through our perception as thought they are 
real.

 ! This tends to have a dulling effect. This happens to us over and over. 
Things feel stale, things feel like a dull routine. 

! When we do take in senses directly, it brings in energy. It feels vital 
and new, fresh. Like the artist’s eye, which is a development of seeing free 
of perception in order to draw or paint an image. Take some time and look 
at things freshly. You’ll notice after a few minutes that you feel energized. 
Energy comes in the sense doors. 

! We form a impenetrable layer around ourselves, meant to be 
protective,  it tries to control and keep us safe and happy. But it actually 
cuts us off from experiencing things freshly and newly. Things feel stale, a 
sense of being trapped, life doesn’t feel so alive. We are living from the 
head, from our  past. Perceptions are by definition dead, because they 
come from the past.

! Perception is not the enemy. We must have them, but we don’t need 
to live through them.

! There’s an ocean of joy out there, but it can only be touched through 
direct contact. Only through the heart, which means allowing life to come 
directly in.

!  Here’s the Four Noble Truths expressed through this lens of 
understanding:



#1) Our perceptions of life do not align with what is actually 
happening in life. Our past reactions and resulting expectations get in 
the way
#2) Suffering is caused by our acceptance of our perceptions as right 
and true.
#3) The way out is NOT to live through our perceptions by seeing 
them as they occur.
#4) The actual practice of this involves three things:

 1) concentrations and mindfulness - of stabilizing ourselves in the 
now, so we can feel what’s coming in the sense doors.
 2) wisdom - not knowing - we know we don’t know, we only see 
through this limited perceptive filter. We don’t believe everything we 
perceive or think.
 3) examining our speech, actions and lifestyle so as to not create 
more chaos through perceptional bias.

Last week, did a short writing on how our perceptions stress and limit us.
Looking at the sticky objects that came up in your practices over the last 
two weeks, let’s list some and see how this works.

How do our perceptions stress and limit us?
What facts/circumstances are present  that your perceptions create stress 
and suffering for you? Where are sticky issues in the following areas?

HOME
WORK 
RELATIONSHIPS
FINANCES
HEALTH
TIME

 Facts/Circumstances do not create stress. It is our perceptions of those 
facts that are burdensome. Stress is when we believe and live through our 
perceptions. We believe our perception is part of the circumstance.
!
VIPASSANA



Allows us to see our perceptions as separate from what’s actually 
happening - both on and off the cushion.
Perceptions come in three varieties:
1) Judgements
2) Commentary
3) Decisions or fixing

 (we’ll call these JCD)

 In practice, begin to see the difference between the sense information and 
the perceptive overlay.

When you can find the wedge in between sense and perception, you will 
cognitively experience 
 1) impermanence
 2) impersonality of the process.

Reactive perceptive patterns persist because we feed them with:
 1)wanting control and pleasant experience
 2) pushing away unpleasant experience
 3) not being aware of them

 We take away the “food’ by observing them with BARE ATTENTION.
 This is practice bare of JCD. When JCD arise, we see it as a new, 
separate object that has arisen - in other words, we see that perception is 
not the same as the sense object.

When we stop feeding our reactive perceptions, the laws of nature take 
over - they begin to weaken and wither away. 

We understand we are not in control, that seeing clearly takes away the 
fuel, in the same way that if we stopped watering a plant, it would 
eventually have no choice but to die.

How do we proceed with this knowledge?

We practice with BARE AWARENESS



When JCD arise, we see them as objects in their own right.
 Suppose worry has arisen, feel it as a direct experience of contraction in 
the body.  If JCD also arise, recognize them as separate objects.


